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• Reading plays a critical part in our daily lives.

• People tend to have different eye movements

when they read texts with difficult concepts [1]

• Comprehension-evaluation task (CET): predict

the level of comprehension of the reader based

on their gaze behaviour

• Comprehension-based retrieval task (CRT):

find a text relevant to a given topic using the

comprehension level

• The precomputed features from eye-tracking

signals of 9 volunteers.

• Each volunteer read 24 pieces of text for each

reading condition: reading, skimming,

scanning, proofreading.

• 96 texts for 1 volunteer: 72 texts for train, 24

texts for test.

• In total: 648 training samples, 216 testing

samples

• Each text has a topic: transportation, art,…

• Reading comprehension score: 0, 1, 2, 3

• 306 features in the dataset: text identifier,

number of words, topic, reading time, 302 pre-

calculated features of gaze behaviour.

Our Pipeline for CET and CRT 

• 36 statistical features extracted from texts: number of nouns,

verbs, adjectives, or entities, etc

• ERNIE [2] to encode a text into a 768-dimensional feature

• NOT use topic or the text identifier feature.

• 1108 features in total (304 + 36 + 768)

• Non-ERNIE Feature Selection: based on features importance

• PCA to reduce dimension for ERNIE features

• ML Models: conventional models for both regression and

classification problem (Linear Regression, Random Forest,

Gradient Boosting Tree, AdaBoost, Support Vector Machine)

• Classification:

• Scenarios: Subject-Independent, Subject-Dependent, General

• SBERT [3] to Encode text and topic into the same vector space

• Relevance:

• Feature selection was better

than using all features

• GBR worked best in SI, GE

• Used SVC in SD because of

a few training samples

• ERNIE features not useful

• Model trained in SD gave best

result on test set

• Combined models (0 + 4 + 1)

trained in different scenarios

gave similar result with model

trained in SD.

• Tried different SBERT model structures with different types of inputs:

from detail (T1) to general (T3), and most common words in a topic (T4).

•Not using CET prediction still

produced average result (RID = 1).

•General keywords (T3) obtained

highest score.

• SBERT model with simplest

version worked better than others.
♰ indicates using only SBERT similarity score
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